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Abstract: Th is paper presents a modern design based on peer-to-peer networks for storing and retrieving
data in a distributed loosely-coupled environment. Using a conventional file-system interface, the designed
distributed file system provides access to shared, dynamic and aggregated data. A flexible interface design
allo ws local o r global querying and aggregating of the dynamic data in the distributed system, setting up an
environment for future developments on informat ion discovery.

1

INTRODUCTION

Distributed file systems are typically used to provide access
to a large amount of resources connected in a network. These
systems are usually managed and data is spread across the
network in order to provide high throughput and availability.
Data sharing in peer-to-peer networks provides an alternative
storage possibility across a dynamic network.
Data processing in distributed environments has been mainly
used on static data. The Map-Reduce programming model
described in (Dean et. al., 2008) allo ws distributed data
processing on a large cluster of co mmodity mach ines. This
processing environment is suited for static data. Having an
environment capable of distributing dynamic data as
presented in this paper, processing of this type of data
becomes a real possibility.
The paper presents a design model that uses a peer-to-peer
network as transport environment for the distributed file
system. This brings in advantages such as decentralization
and reduced management of the file system infrastructure.
The added advantage using the peer-to-peer network provides
also the ability to offload data processing to peers serving the
requests, an essential feature in the presented file system
design model.
The most common and s imp le application for the proposed
file system is file sharing between users. Given the nature of
the underlying peer-to-peer network, shared files can easily
be accessed by participating peers.
The peer-to-peer infrastructure also allows gathering nodespecific (non-shared) data. This creates new usage
possibilit ies for the distributed file system, such as collecting
data fro m a network of sensors. Considering such a network
(for examp le temperature, hu midity or pro ximity sensors), the
data collected by them can be the integrated in the designed
ad-hoc file system, thus making it availab le under a single,
conventional interface for user applications. Moreover,
sensors could easily exchange data between them, allo wing
better data correction and interpretation.

Moreover, the gathered data can be processed and returned in
a summarized form to the requesting entity, thus offloading
the processing to the peer-to-peer network entities.
2

FILE SYSTEM DESIGN MODEL

2.1 Components
The designed distributed file system model has two major
components: storage entities and client entities. Storage
Entities are nodes in the system, which make their data
available through the distributed file system. Client Entities
are nodes in the system where data in the distributed file
system is being made accessible through normal Virtual File
System (VFS) entries.
VFS entries are being created through File-system in
userspace (FUSE) kernel module (Szered i, 2005) available on
Linu x, FreeBSD, OpenSolaris and Mac OS X. The designed
distributed file system (DFS) model provides access to
several types of files: shared files, dynamic files and
aggregated data in the form of files as described in section
2.3.
2.2 Overlay network
All the entities are connected through an overlay network
(Andersen, et. al., 2001,) built over the actual peer-to-peer
network. This minimizes the number of connections each
entity uses to maintain its position in the distributed file
system. The overlay network is used to pass control messages
between entities and to send and receive aggregated data.
Static or dynamic data (file) transfer between entities is being
done using direct connections between the requesting Client
entities and the serving Storage entities.
The overlay network is a spanning tree covering all DFS
nodes. When an entity enters the system, it determines the
"closest neighbor" available and connects to it. In the
proposed design, a "close neighbor" is a node which can be
used for transfers using the fastest speed of all neighboring

nodes. The "closest neighbor" becomes a parent for the new
node in the spanning tree. When the new node connects with
its parent, the parent adds it to its neighbors list. Updates in
the network and aggregation requests will be passed to the
newly connected node by the parent.
2.3 Data representation

function which generates a new set of (key, value) pairs,
summarizing for examp le the input data. This is similar to a
typical Map-Reduce functionality (Dean et. al., 2008) but
adds the complexity of having incremental reductions . The
requesting Client entity receives the aggregated results from
the neighboring nodes and applies the last Reduce function,
obtaining the data that is being delivered as contents of a file.

There are three main types of data which can be served
through the distributed file system: persistent shared data,
dynamic local data and aggregated data.

Typical uses of aggregation include knowledge gathering in
mu lti-agent systems, data mining, content search (in available
files), merging data fro m sensor-networks and determining
the state of a particular area in a distributed environ ment.

Persistent shared data
Most distributed file systems to date are designed to serve
persistent data. This data does not usually have frequent
updates and can be easily cached. This is the case for large
med ia files such as video and audio files which are being
exchanged through peer-to-peer networks (Androutsellis et.
al., 2004). Maximizing throughput in the current design is
realized by increasing the number of replicas for a given file.
This also leads to increased availability for the rep licated files
but decreases the available space on the sharing peers. These
problems can be overcome by including in the design model
different data caching policies (Burns et. al., 2000) that
govern how much data should be cached, where caching
should occur and how caching should be triggered. For
design simplicity, the file system model presented in this
work uses a very simple caching policy for shared data: an
entity will cache a file (create a replica) only when opening
the file.
Dynamic l ocal data
The DFS model presented in this paper is also designed to
serve "dynamic data" in the form of "dynamic files". This
data can be produced by sensors or by processes whose state
is continuously changing. The dynamic data is node-local
data, accessible only by querying the generating node and is
not shared across the DFS. The high rate of changes prevents
caching for this type of data. In order to simplify data
processing, the distributed file system model also supports
built-in aggregation of the dynamic data.
Aggregated data
The dynamic data can be aggregated in the network,
offloading processing to all the nodes involved in the
aggregation. This decreases load on the requesting entity and
minimizes the number of messages exchanged in the
network.
Aggregation can be done using a process similar with Map Reduce (Dean et. al., 2008). The Mapper and Red ucer
functions are available on each node. An aggregation request
triggers all mappers on the nodes involved in the query. The
Mapper functions map requested local dynamic data to keys,
forming (key, value) pairs. Results are sent back through the
parents. Leaf nodes only run the Mapper function. All nonleaf nodes except the request node first run the Mapper
function. All generated (key, value) pairs, including the pairs
received fro m the child nodes, go through the Reduce

Aggregation operations can be localized by providing a
range. The functions can be applied by using a simp le VFS
path to a particular area of the distributed system (described
in sections 2.4 and 3.3). For example, an overlay network
with a 5-nodes radius is a sub-tree of the overlay network
where, starting from a node, all nodes at a distance not higher
than 5 edges are included. The entire distributed system can
also be used as a range. A sample usage for aggregation on a
5-node radius would be getting the average temperature in an
“area” of the distributed system.
2.4 File system hierarchy
The data in the DFS model is exported for simple
man ipulation through FUSE (Szered i, 2005). Files associated
with each data type described in section 2.3 are available
under different fo lders in the VFS h ierarchy.
Starting a Client Ent ity with the default options and a mount
point in the /mountpoint directory will make all file types
available within paths as presented in Table 1.

Table 1. DFS Mount Paths
Path
/mountpoint/share/
<file-path>
/mountpoint/node/
<node-name>/
share/<file-path>
/mountpoint/node/
<node-name>/
dynamic/
<file-path>
/mountpoint/range/
<range-description>/
<function-name>/
<file-path>

Contents
shared files, available on
one or mo re nodes
local cache of shared files
on node <node-name>
dynamic files served by the
node <node-name>
aggregated result for
function <function-name>
applied on nodes within
range <range-decription> on
the dynamic files accessible
on each node at
<file-path>

The <range-description> is used for limit ing the
Map-Reduce functions to a specific area of the overlay
network.

3

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Entities
There are two types of entities in the DFS design model:
Storage and Client entities. Storage Entites (Figure 1) are
run on each node where data for the DFS is placed. Client
Entities are run on systems where the DFS needs to be
exported through FUSE (Szeredi, 2005). Each Client Entity is
designed to run together with a Storage Entity, sharing the
Multicast Discovery Co mponent and the Peer-to-Peer
Connection Component. The Client Entities use the
Permanent Storage Components on the Storage Entities for
data caching (only for shared files).

3.2 Entity Components
Entit ies in the DFS model have been designed in a
mu lti-layer architecture. So me layers are shared between
Storage and Client entities, making this architecture easily
maintainable. Co mponents on each layer are designed as
service providers to higher-layer co mponents, providing
extensibility in the case of future imp rovements.
Co mmon co mponents used in both types of entities are the
Multicast Discovery Co mponent and the Peer-to-Peer
Connection component.
The
Multicast
Discovery
Component
provides
local-network entry-point peer discovery, allowing the
Storage or the Client entity to connect to the DFS using the
Peer-to-peer connection component. The discovery process is
facilitated by each entity through multicast presence
advertising in the local network. (Grönvall et all., 1999)
The Peer-to-Peer Connecti on Component has a double
purpose in the system.
First, it ensures host discovery outside the local network.
Fro m this point of v iew, it is similar to the Multicast
Discovery Co mponent. In order for a host to enter the
peer-to-peer swarm, an entry point is defined (section 3.3,
Initializat ion).
Second, it provides file transfer services, being responsible
for the data transfer between peers, inside and outside of the
local network.
The Peer-to-Peer co mponent is being governed by a set of
rules, defining the communication directives between peers
and offering data availab ility for Client Entity.

Fig. 1. Storage Entity

The Storage Data Balancer (Storage Entity) and the Data
Balancer (Client Entity) are similar entities.
The Storage Data Balancer (Storage Ent ity) manages
accesses to the shared and dynamic storage repositories,
avoiding concurrency problems for the dynamic data and
providing availability for the shared data. Besides managing
accesses to the other Serving Peers, the Storage Data
Balancer is also responsible for executing and reply ing to
data aggregation requests.
The Data Bal ancer (Client Entity) manages accesses to the
Serving Peers available in the DFS.
The Dynamic Storage Component and the Permanent
Storage Component on the Storage Entity are designed to
manage access to the dynamic and shared file repositories.
Multiple such components can be loaded on top of a Storage
Data Balancer. Data in the dynamic storage can be changed
using external processes.
The Data Modeling Component on the Client Entity
translates the file system requests to requests in the DFS for
shared, dynamic or aggregated data.

Fig. 2. Client Entity

The FUS E Ex port Component exports the data in a file
hierarchy, making it accessible for the end user.

The main FUSE advantage is providing easy integration with
other user file systems. From the user’s point of view, there
are no differences in the access mode between offline, local
files or files located on the distributed system.
Also, the FUSE integration provides compatibility with any
GNU/ Linu x, Free BSD and Open Solaris operating system,
as well as with Mac OS X. Thus, the file system can be used
by a wide range of users and devices that use the above
specified operating systems.
3.3. File system operations
Initialization
The DFS model infrastructure is provided by the cooperation
and self-organizat ion of the Storage Entit ies. As mentioned in
section 2.2, even though peer-to-peer connections are
possible between each entity, the overlaying network
approach is preferred for maintaining the DFS infrastructure.
This reduces the number of connections and simp lifies
propagation of file system updates and client requests.

If "aggregated" is passed, an optional "--param"
parameter can be used to indicate the subset of aggregation
paths to be exported through the mount point.
Using the default value for the --type parameter will
provide access to the files as described in sections 2.4 and
3.3.
If "--type=shared", the shared files will be available
directly in /mountpoint/<file-path>, with no access to
dynamic files or aggregated data.
If "--type=dynamic", the dynamic files can be accessed
directly in "/mountpoint/<node-name>/<file-path>" ,
with no access to shared files or aggregated data.
If "--type=aggregated" is used with no "--param"
option, the aggregated data can be accessed through
"/mountpoint/<range-description>/
<function-name>/<file-path>".

If "--param" is being used, an aggregation path can be
automatically prepended to all paths. For examp le, if

The model defines what min imal parameters need to be
passed on the initializat ion of an entity in order to obtain the
desired entity behavior.

"--param=<range-description>/<function-name>"
then the function defined by "<function-name>" within
range "<range-description>" will be applied implicitly
to all file-paths used as "/mountpoint/<file-path>" .

A Storage Entity is started by specifying the root of the
Persistent Storage and the root of the Dynamic Storage.

This provides a simple method of direct data aggregation
without any other requirement or step needed.

./dfs-storage
<path-to-persistent-storage>
<path-to-dynamic-storage> [peer-entry-point]

The storage entity enters the DFS netwo rk by using the
Multicast Discovery component or by using a peer already in
the network. The Mu lticast Discovery Co mponent makes it
easy for the Storage Entity to find another Storage Entity in
the same network.
Once a peer is connected, the Storage Entity can get more
informat ion about the entire distributed system. A list of
neighboring hosts is received fro m the remote entity through
the Peer-to-Peer protocol - a protocol used to interact with
these hosts and to discover new ones based on an entry point
in the swarm. In order for the Storage Entity to get added to
the overlay network used for system management and update
notifications, the entity must determine its “parent node”
fro m the list of neighboring hosts.

Peers
There are t wo types of peers in the DFS model network,
considering the source and the destination of data: Serving
and Remote Peers. Both types of peers are usually
represented by Storage Entities. Serving Peers are entities
delivering data from the files in the shared storage or in the
dynamic storage. Remote Peers are entities that request data
fro m the Serving Peers available in the DFS.
The communication between the peers is based on a simple
protocol that uses the messages types described in Table 2.

Table 2. P2P Message Types
Message type

Explanation

ping

Tests basic connectivity and protocol
functionality test. The reply message
contains information about the peer such
as its ID, name and IP address.

error

./dfs-client --mountpoint=<directory>
[--type=<file-type>]
[--param=<aggregation-path>]

Signals an error in the protocol. A text
describing the error is sent together with
an error code.

get_peer_list

Informs the receiver to send back its list of
known working peers.

The

get_file_list

Informs the receiver to send back its list of
shared files.

Client Entities provide access to the resources in the DFS
through FUSE. The DFS model provides several methods of
mounting the DFS, depending on what type of files need to
be accessed. The Client Entity start command syntax is the
following:

<file-type> can be "shared" , "dynamic" ,
"aggregated" or any combination of them. If no --type

parameter is being passed to the mount command, the default
option will be "shared,dynamic,aggregated".

get_file

Informs the receiver to transmit back the
content of the specified file.

send_peer_list

Sends the receiver the current list of
known working peers.

send_file_list

Sends the receiver the list of shared files

send_file

Sends the receiver the content of the
specified file .

find

Returns a list of files that contain the
searched string in their name.

delete

Removes the specified file fro m the local
cache. If the file is requested by the user
again, it will be copied fro m the network.

broadcast

This is a meta message. It contains another
message in it, message that is being sent to
all the nodes in the distributed file system.

hello

Registers to the peer. The reply message
contains informat ion about the peer, such
as ID, name and IP address.

After build ing the list of local neighbors, a node gets from
each of them a list of peers, and continues discovering the
network. When there are no local neighbors or if the number
of discovered nodes is too small, the node can enter the
peer-to-peer swarm v ia an entry point.
The entry point can be associated with any node in the
network or with some particular nodes that present more
powerful hardware and network connection.
The connection management messages (used for examp le to
fetch the list of files fro m a neighbor or to delete the copy of
a file fro m all the nodes) are sent using the overlay network.
Actual file transfers are done using directly the peer-to-peer
swarm. The result of a completed search includes the address
of the peers that have the specified file. The current node
starts copying the file fro m one of the peers and, if any
problem occurs, another peer is chosen and the file is
downloaded again. This represents a known limitat ion of the
model.
Update Notificati on System
The update messages sent between peers (mostly for
management purpose) are managed by the Update
Notification System (UNS).
The UNS uses the overlay network to send data to each host
in the network and run as part of the Peer-to-Peer Connection
Co mponent.

Basics
All operations for a file are executed on a file descriptor
(FD). The same FD is used both by the Serving and the
Remote Peer. This FD is used in all the file system operations
just like in a local file system (Bishop, 1996). The main
difference between the FD in the DFS and the FD in a local
file system is the mapping procedure used for associating file
descriptors with file resources. This procedure ensures fault
tolerance and availability depending on the type of storage
being used and the type of access. The Table 3 displays the
FD mappings depending on access type and storage type.

Table 3. FD Mappings
Storage

Shared Storage

Dynamic Storage

read

FD points to a
local file copy

FD points to a
local file copy

write

FD points to a
local file copy

FD points to a
remote
file
replica

read & write

FD points to a
local file copy

FD points to a
remote
file
replica

Access

For the Shared Storage, the Remote Peer creates a local file
copy from the possible Serving Peers (entit ies serving the
same file) – this copy is also part of the cache. The FD
returned by the open function points to the local file copy.
After the local file copy is realized, the Serving Peer beco mes
the local entity.
For the Dynamic Storage, the Remote Peer receives a FD
fro m the Serving Peer. No copies or caches are being created
for the dynamic data. If the dynamic file is being accessed for
writing, the Serving Peer creates a replica of the file and
provides the Remote Peer a FD pointing to that replica. On
closing, the replica will be served instead on the local file.
After all the file descriptors pointing to the old file are closed,
the old dynamic data file gets deleted. Multiple replicas
might exist at the same time on the Serv ing Peer. The last
closed replica will be used for future read accesses and will
be used as a base for new replicas (in the case of future write
accesses).
Shared data files operations
create. When a new file is created, it is first created in the
local repository. Using the Update Notification System all the
other peers are notified of the new entry in the file system
and add it to their file list.
open. When a file is opened, the file is first searched in the
list of locally available files. If it is found, it is served from
the local cache. Otherwise, it is copied from another host in
the network. Then the local copy of the file is being opened.

write. Changes to files are made to their local copy.
Afterwards, the changes are announced using the Update
Notification System to all other peers and peers start updating
their copies.
read. The read operation is performed on the local copy of
the file .
close. The operation is performed on the local copy of the file
seek. The operation is performed, as well, on the local copy
of the file
unlink. When a file if being unlinked, the local copy of the
file is removed. Afterwards, all entit ies will be announced
about the unlink using UNS.
Dynamic data files operati ons
create. Creating a dynamic file in the DFS model must be
done for a specific node - therefore, a node path must be
used.
open. When opening a dynamic file, the Remote Peer asks
for read / write / read&write access to the file. The Serving
Peer checks for the existence of the Dynamic File in its
Dynamic Storage. If the file is opened for writ ing, the
Serving Peer creates a second replica of the file to be used for
this particular access, otherwise the existing file is used and
its reference count is increased.
write. When writ ing a dynamic file, all writes performed by
the Remote Entity are being passed to the Serving Peer. The
Serving Peer performs all accesses on the replica associated
on opening the dynamic file.
read. Reading a dynamic file is performed by the Serving
Peer. The Remote Peer receives the read data from the
Serving Peer.

delete. Also, access rights among peers are usable only if the
same users exist on the communicating nodes (requires
having the same user IDs on the nodes).
Data availability is limited by the peer availab ility. Data is
not replicated in order to prevent lack of availab ility.
Heuristics can be used in order to improve availab ility based
on previously recorded file usage patterns.
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RELATED WORK

The large interest in grid co mputing has led to the
development of mu ltiple Distributed File Systems with the
main purpose of efficiently and reliab ly sharing the data
between multip le networked peers. Distributed File Systems
usually feature fault-tolerance and parallel strip ing of for the
served data, depending on the purpose of the file system. The
file system model presented in this paper provides faulttolerance by replicating files on usage. In order to provide
consistency in the underlying storage file system, data is not
being striped but replicated at file-level. Widely used faulttolerant file systems include Google File System (Ghemawat
et. all, 2003), Hadoop (Borthakur, 2007) and GlusterFS.
These file systems assume the infrastructure is stable and not
loosely coupled, as it is in the peer-to-peer networks.
Several peer-to-peer file systems have been imp lemented by
now, mostly focusing on leveraging the distributed storage
under the easy-to-use namespace provided by a file system.
CFS (Dabek et. all, 2001) is a read-only, highly robust and
efficient file system based on distributed hash tables for block
storage. (Muthitacharoen et al., 2002) presents a mult iuser
read/write peer-to-peer file system. Modifications made by
the users are only saved locally, while data search is always
made on all network nodes. This allows the file system to
maintain metadata consistency without locking.

close. The close operation is being sent to the Serving Peer. If
there is a new replica of the dynamic file and there are no
longer references for the closed dynamic file, the dynamic
file is being removed fro m the system.

Peer-to-peer file systems were also researched for mobile adhoc networks by Kleem in (Klemm et al., 2003). Due to host
mobility in this particular case, an overlay network is being
used on demand by the search algorith m.

seek. Seeking a dynamic file is performed on the Remote
Peer.

IgorFS (A mann et. all, 2008) is a distributed peer-to-peer file
system built on top of the Igor overlay network with specific
support for files subject to frequent but minor modificat ions.

unlink. Unlinking a dynamic file is performed by the Serving
Peer directly in the Dynamic Storage.
4

DESIGN LIMITATIONS

The current design of the distributed file system model
presents some limitations, addressing availability and data
access.
The peer-to-peer component does not download data
simu ltaneously fro m mu ltip le peers. The main focus was no t
on the peer-to-peer optimizations, but on the component
integration.
Security was not one of the issues considered in this stage of
the design model. In the current design, the model trusts all
the peers and all the users about the data they write and/or

The main difference between the model presented in this
paper and the above distributed file systems is the transparent
support for data aggregation across the peer network and
support for both shared and dynamic data.
6

FUTURE WORK

Future development will be focused on evaluating the
performance of the proposed design model and removing
limitat ions that impact the overall system capabilities.
Overlay networks are co mmonly used for organizing loosely
coupled environments, such as peer-to-peer networks.
Several designs for overlay networks have been researched
(Lua et. all, 2005). In order to improve the performance of
the designed distributed file system, a structured overlay

network model that leverages the locality attributes of each
peer should be evaluated and imp lemented.
Having this set up, a significant imp rovement would be to
start a file rep licat ion process as soon as a file is opened. This
would bring the entire contents of the file close to the
opening-entity (possibly in mult iple geographically closed
peers) and would increase fault-tolerance by generating
mu ltip le rep licas.
Other future work is related to stream-reading - this process
would read the file as it is received by the reading entity.
Seeking in this situation will require a specific data block
caching algorithm that would download the blocks where
seeking is being frequently performed.
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CONCLUSIONS

The distributed file system design model presented by the
paper provides new facilit ies of sharing data across a
peer-to-peer network. It has numerous applications such as
simp le peer-to-peer file exchange, distributed system
monitoring and dynamic data publication. Data is made
available to high-level applications through the FUSE file
system, making it accessible to all types of applications
through common file system operations.
The purpose of the design is to provide a solution for storing
data in the distributed loosely-coupled environment given by
peer-to-peer networks. It also takes advantage of the
peer-to-peer infrastructure to provide access to dynamic data
published by the peers. Dynamic data can be aggregated in
the system and served to the requesting nodes through an
overlay network designed to minimize the nu mber of
connections and to speed up traffic. The model offers a
flexib le interface for querying localized or global dynamic
data available in the system, making it well suited for
environment and network status discovery applications.
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